Scavenger Hunt: OC Library Pokethon Adventure Quest Storyline

• Part I: Opening (Already got the Team Rocket poster at Reference)

Story: Team Rocket has heard about the Obion County Public Library’s Pokethon and has heard there is a Legendary Pokemon residing in the library somewhere. It’s your objective to help protect this Pokémon from the clutches of Team Rocket. Collect the clues, Discover the Pokémon, and Thwart Team Rocket to earn both the Marsh and Volcano Badges!

Part II: The Adventure Begins!

Episode 1: “Fireplace Fiasco!”-

Team Rocket has been spotted near the fireplace. Go check it out!

*Note* Team Rocket Image: (Hey there Trainer! Do you know where the Legendary Pokemon is residing? If not, then join us or GET OUT!)

Clue # 1: What Am I?

Answer: Art Supplies = ART

The next clue can found where groups go for knowledge. Study Room A

• Part II: The Adventure Continues!

-Picking up where trainers left off: Trainers are on their way to the back study room where the clue told them to go.

Episode 2: “Study Room Shenanigans!”

*Note* Team Rocket image again: (Hey Trainer, quit following us or you’ll pay! The Legendary Pokemon belongs to TEAM ROCKET!)

Clue # 2: Who Am I?

I am the 9 of 26, yet to anyone I am first.

Answer: The letter “I”. (I is the 9th letter in alphabet, and when you speak of yourself, you say “I did this.” Or “I want that.”

The next clue can found through the house, where shows are performed with no real actors. Puppet Theater
**Episode 3:** “Theatrical Turmoil!”

*Note* Team Rocket image with Arbok and Wheezing out ready to fight.

(Ok, twerp! You asked for it. Prepare to fight. GO ARBOK! GO WHEEZING! Take care of this pesk while we go get the Legendary Pokémon. We now know that the Legendary Pokémon is hidden in a **TREE**! You'll never be able to stop us now!)

Clue # 3: The Periodic Table Symbol for Copper.

Answer: Cu

---

**Episode 4:** “Final Showdown!”

*Note* Articuno image behind the Tree at Entrance.

*Note* Team Rocket image (WE’VE FOUND IT! The Legendary Pokémon finally belongs to TEAM ROCKET!)

Clue # 4: The opposite of “Yes”.

Answer: NO

Trainer Return to the Pokethon Center with your clues and answer them to correctly guess the Legendary Pokémon’s name!

**Part III: Conclusion**

*Note* Trainer has now collected all 4 clues and takes them to the Pokethon Center and correctly pieces together that the answer to the 4 clues are as such:

1.) Art
2.) I
3.) Cu
4.) No

Spelling out the Word “Articuno”

On other side of Reference desk is an image of Team Rocket in odd positions with the words “Team Rocket is Blasting Off AGAIN!!!!” in a speech bubble over their heads.

Person at Pokethon Center desk verifies that the Trainer has correctly named the Pokémon and gives the Trainer the Marsh and Volcano Badges.